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THE PUBLICATION of the Anthology of Polish animation set was without doubt one of the DVD events
of 2007. Covering the production of the last fifty years, it offers a collection of the crème de la crème of
Polish animation, with twenty-eight shorts by twenty filmmakers, from Jan Lenica and Walerian Borowczyk
(The House), Piotr Dumala (Gentle Spirit) to Zbigniew Rybczynski (Tango).
This long-awaited anthology is the first attempt to open the window on the world of the Poland’s legendary
animation, until recently out of reach to most audiences outside Poland. Content aside, the image quality
of the films is very good, despite the disparate sources and varying age of the prints. Moreover, the boxed
set’s design and aesthetic quality are exemplary. One can only hope this DVD will provide inspiration for
similar efforts that would help unlock more from the treasury of Polish animation of the last half-century to
international audiences.
Figure 1: ANTHOLOGY OF POLISH ANIMATED FILM DVD ¶ (2-disc set, various directors, 1958-2005),
PAL, Region 0, DVD-9, 222min. Booklet (50pp.) Sound: Polish. ¶ Subtitles: English and French. Polskie
Wydawnictwo Audiowizualne (PWA). ¶ PLN 39.00 at PWA Online (USD 15.50).
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